This was the biggest ever British demonstration against a war being waged by their own forces, while the war was in progress. Here are some of the pictures I took, and some of the sound recordings I made with the same tiny digital camera.

I wonder if there were any spies in the crowd, trying to look inconspicuous.
A Kurdish representative and news that Turkish forces have entered Kurdish Iraq. (Listen.)
Tariq Ali. Listen: Part 1 – Regime change in Britain. Part 2 – Don’t let the UN become a cleaning company, a “Mrs Mop” to clean up after the US and Britain attack countries around the world.
Here are some more recordings from the day:

Bruce Kent of CND promises to put Blair and Straw before the ICC.

A Leader of the Muslim Association of Britain speaks about Baghdad.

A message from a Human Shield in Iraq.

Poet Michael Rosen reads one of his poems.

Other speakers included London Mayor Ken Livingstone, Tony Benn MP & George Galloway MP (all Labour or ex-Labour MPs.)